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Problem 1a:
570-100 = ?

           5 7 0
    -  1  0 0

Arrow way:

  570 -------> _______

Problem 1b:
570-110 = ?

           5 7 0
    -  1  1  0

Arrow way:

  570 ----> _______----> _______

Problem 1c:
570-210 = ?

           5 7 0
    -  2  1 0

Arrow way:

  570 ----> _______----> _______
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Problem 3a:
780-300 = ?

 

Arrow way:

 

Problem 3b:
780-380 = ?

           

Arrow way:

Problem 3c:
780-390 = ?

          

Arrow way:

 

Problem 3c:
780-410 = ?

         

Arrow way:
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Plants need many things to survive. Their parts help 
them get those things. 

How do roots help plants survive? 

Restate the question
Answer the question, and
Prove your answer by using a detail from the text. 

Roots help plants survive by 
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What is the special job of a flower? 

 The special job of a flower is
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Why are pollinators attracted to flowers? 

Pollinators are attracted to flowers because
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1.) 427 + 385 = 2.)  672 + 249 = 3.) 427 + 297=

4.)  337 + 137 = 5.)  651 + 159 = 6.)  364 + 756 = 

7.)  396 + 273= 8.) 265 + 682 = 9.) 563 + 389 = 
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Use details about each plant stage to 
answer the question. 

Why are all stages important to a plant?

All stages are important to a plant 
because... 
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A fawn is a baby deer.
Fawns are born with white  spots 
all over their backs.  They stand 
up and walk within  twenty 
minutes after they  are born.
The mother deer,  or doe, licks 
the fawn clean  so that predators 
cannot  smell the new baby deer.

The  doe will leave the fawn 
to  graze .Fawns stay with their  
mothers for at least a year.

Who?  
What?  
Why?

Write 3 sentences about what you remember or learned.

Why is it important for the fawn to walk quickly after birth?
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What are special features of a fawn’s coat?

If this fawn were to lay down in the grass and a wolf  should 
pass by, what would happen?

What do you think is the most important reason why  fawns 
must stay behind while the does graze?

What was the most interesting fact you learned  about 
a fawn?
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